Current models of face processing support an orientation-dependent expert face processing mechanism. However, even when upright, faces are encountered from different viewpoints, across which a face processing system must be able to generalize. Different computational models have generated competing predictions of how viewpoint variation might affect the perception of upright versus inverted faces. Our goal was to examine the interaction between viewpoint variation and orientation on face discrimination. Sixteen normal subjects performed an oddity paradigm requiring subjects to discriminate changes in three simultaneously viewed morphed faces presented either upright or inverted. In one type of trial all the faces were seen in frontal view; in the other all faces varied in viewpoint, rotated 45°from each other. After the effects of orientation were adjusted for perceptual difficulty, there were only main effects of orientation and viewpoint, with no interaction between orientation and viewpoint. We conclude that the effects of viewpoint variation on the perceptual discrimination of faces is not different for upright versus inverted faces, indicating that its effects are independent of the expertise that exists for upright faces.
Face perception is one of the most complex tasks performed by the human visual system. Only subtle variations distinguish one face from another, yet identifying individuals by their faces is accomplished with an appearance of ease. Because of their importance to our social interactions, it is hypothesized that expert face discrimination is a nearly universal acquired skill.
The nature of this expertise continues to be a source of debate. The dual-mode hypothesis postulates that faces may engage a specific expert mechanism, beyond that used for generic object recognition (Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998) . Evidence for such a system stems from two main observations. First, many patients with prosopagnosia, the inability to recognize faces, have relatively spared object recognition (Barton, 2003; Farah, 1996) . Second, faces are disproportionately harder to recognize when they are inverted, compared to the effect of this change in orientation on other objects (Valentine, 1988; Valentine & Bruce, 1986; Yin, 1969) . This last observation has been used to argue that the expert face-processor has an orientation dependency, due to the fact that human experience is overwhelmingly biased towards upright faces.
Studies of the inversion effect have argued that expert face processing is dependent upon holistic or configurational analyses, as opposed to a local feature-or component-based approach (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Rhodes, Brake, & Atkinson, 1993) . A holistic process implies that the face is processed as an indivisible whole. In support are studies that show conjunction effects, in that changes in one facial component affect the perception of another with upright but not inverted faces (Farah et al., 1998; Sergent, 1984a Sergent, , 1984b , and others that show that the normal facial context enhances the recognition of features in upright but not inverted faces, compared to features presented in isolation (Rhodes et al., 1993; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997) , in scrambled faces (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) , in decomposed faces (Farah, Tanaka, & Drain, 1995) , or in new facial contexts (Tanaka & Sengco, 1997) . Configurational processes imply that the precise metrical arrangement (configuration) of features in relation to each other is an important structural code to facial identity. While featural information is not entirely immune to the effects of inversion (Endo, 1986; Malcolm, Leung, & Barton, 2004; Riesenhuber, Jarudi, Gilad, & SInha, 2004; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004) , several studies have suggested that the processing of configurational data is particularly degraded when faces are turned upside-down (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Barton, Keenan, & Bass, 2001; Leder & Bruce, 2000; Young, Hellawell, & Hay, 1987) .
These effects of inversion may exist because humans have little experience with faces seen in this orientation. On the other hand, rotation in-depth is a commonly encountered variation in viewpoint. Indeed, a perceptual system that cannot generalize across changes in viewpoint would be of little use in a three-dimensional world where we often see others in three-quarter or profile views. In general, studies of object recognition show that a change in 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2008.08.019 viewpoint causes the perceptual system to incur some cost, either in reaction time or accuracy, and that this cost varies with the degree of viewpoint change (Jolicoeur, 1985; Tarr, Bulthoff, Zabinski, & Blanz, 1997; Tarr & Pinker, 1989) . Similar findings have been reported in face processing (Bruce, Valentine, & Baddeley, 1987; Krouse, 1981; Newell, Chiroro, & Valentine, 1999; Troje & Bülthoff, 1996) . What is not clear from these studies, however, is whether similar perceptual mechanisms are operating with and without viewpoint variation.
Computational studies have generated some interesting inferences about face processing from varying viewpoints, in particular regarding the contrast between global (holistic) systems compared with component-based systems. Traditionally the global system outperforms the component system with non-rotated frontal views and its input classification scheme is considered more powerful (Heisele, Ho, & Poggio, 2001; Heisele, Ho, Wu, & Poggio, 2003; Zhao, Chellappa, Phillips, & Rosenfeld, 2003) . However, when viewpoint varies, a system trained on components is superior, achieving a 90% recognition rate, 50% better than that of a global system Weyrauch, Huang, Heisele, & Blanz, 2003) . Hence, global structure is highly vulnerable to rotation of the face while individual features are relatively insensitive to viewpoint changes until they become occluded (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993 ). The conclusion is that a component or feature analysis is more efficient than holistic processing at view-invariant face recognition.
This result appears at odds with the data on human face processing. On the one hand, evidence has accumulated that an efficient holistic mechanism has developed to achieve rapid identification of upright faces in humans. On the other, the computer literature suggests that in the real-life situation where the angle of the face relative to the observer varies from one encounter to another, a component-based system is more effective. These two points generate an interesting prediction regarding the interaction between inversion and viewpoint variation. If (a) inverted faces must rely on component processing because holistic mechanisms operate only on upright faces (the dual-mode hypothesis), and if (b) holistic processes are less capable at handling viewpoint variation than component-based mechanisms (the result from computational modeling above), then viewpoint variation should impair the processing of upright faces far more than the processing of inverted faces (Fig. 1A) . That is, the additional benefits to the perception of upright faces from holistic processing would render upright face processing more vulnerable to degradations from varying viewpoint, since the computational models suggest that this expert mechanism has difficulty with viewpoint variation. In contrast, inverted face perception should suffer less when viewpoint varies, because the computational models state that component processing is more capable of supporting recognition under this condition.
Other models of face recognition generate yet a different prediction for the interaction of inversion and viewpoint variation. The notion of dual pathways has been challenged, for example, by simulations of face recognition using the HMAX computational model of visual processing (Riesenhuber et al., 2004; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999) . This model simulates neurophysiological approaches rather than those of cognitive psychology, and accounts for inversion effects by differences in the tuning widths of expert (i.e. upright faces) compared to novice (i.e. inverted faces) processing units, without resorting to assertions of a switch in processing strategy. In these accounts, it has been hypothesized that one of the benefits of expertise and experience is the ability to generalize across variations in viewpoint (Rosen, 2003) . Because face processing networks have less experience with inverted faces, they have less ability to handle viewpoint variation for these stimuli. Therefore the prediction is a different interaction, in which viewpoint variation degrades the processing of inverted faces more than the processing of upright faces (Fig. 1B) .
Given these conflicting predictions, the goal of this study was to examine specifically the interaction of inversion and viewpoint variation on the discrimination of faces, to determine if the results were consistent with either of these models.
Methods

Subjects and apparatus
The study was approved by the Ethics Review Boards of the University of British Columbia and the Vancouver Coastal Health Authority. All subjects gave informed consent according to the protocols of the Helsinki declaration. Sixteen observers aged 20-47 (mean age = 27.3) participated in this experiment. Eleven were male and fifteen were right-handed based on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971 ). All had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. Stimuli were presented using SuperLab 1.71 (http://www.superlab.com) on a dual 2.5 GHz PowerPC G5 Macintosh computer with a 20-in. widescreen LCD monitor set to 1680 Â 1050. Participants sat 57 cm from the computer screen and responses were made via keyboard presses. The room was kept uniformly dark.
Procedure
Stimuli were full-color 3-D images created by morphing together eight different faces from a digital face bank using FaceGen Modeler 3.1 (Singular Inversions, http://www.facegen.com). In total, four base faces were created -two male and two female. These faces were then modified to create target faces that gradually increased in their overall difference from the base faces. The program situates the base face within a 'face-space,' in which overall characteristics can be gradually modified in orthogonal directions (thus a face can be modified to be wider and fatter, or in the other direction to be narrower and thinner), on a scale that ranged from 0 to 1, where 0 was no change to the base face and 1 was the maximal change of 1.5 standard deviations across three scales based on gender, age, and ethnicity. Target faces in four orthogonal directions (Fig. 2) were created within this scale at the levels of 0. 25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, and 0.70 . For the inverted faces, we used two additional levels, 0.80 and 0.90. For each base face and each target face, we then created three images, a full frontal view, a left 30°rotated-view and a right 30°rotated-view.
All faces were further modified in Adobe Photoshop CS 8.0 (Adobe Systems Inc., http://www.adobe.com). Each face was cropped so that it was visible from the mid-forehead to beneath the chin. Images were converted to grayscale and contrast modified with the automatic procedure of the program. Four different faces were created for each base face, each with a slightly different contrast level, so that minor variations in contrast between base and altered faces could not be used as an inadvertent cue.
Subjects were given an oddity task. The display presented on each trial consisted of three faces. Two were images of the base face, the third was a modified target face, and the subject was asked to state which face differed from the other two (Fig. 3 ). They were told that color and size were uninformative because these were deliberately varied across both base and target faces. They were told to focus instead on characteristics such as facial shape and feature arrangement to find the target. The three faces were shown simultaneously arranged in an equilateral triangle, separated by 13.9°visual angle. The smallest face spanned 5.1°, the next face was 10% larger, and the biggest face 10% larger yet. The position of the different sizes varied from trial to trial. Thus, dis-crimination of faces in all trials required a degree of size invariance, minimizing low-level stimulus matching. Each target face was presented in three trials, once in each of the three possible positions in the display. Each display was presented for 1200 ms following which the subject indicated their answer with a keypress. The keypress triggered a brief interstimulus interval of 700 ms, followed by the display for the next trial. The brief presentation and size variation of the stimuli minimizes the opportunity for subjects to engage in an artificial laborious part-by-part comparison of facial properties.
We created four blocks of trials, two with all images in the upright orientation and two with all images in the inverted orientation. Within each orientation, one 'same-view' block contained displays that showed all three faces in frontal view. The second 'different-view' block had the bottom image in frontal view, the left image in 30°left rotated-view, and the right image in 30°right rotated-view. Each block contained nine modification levels between 0.25 and 0.70. With four different face series, two different modifications at each quantitative level, and three repetitions of each target face, the number of trials for each modification level was 24, for a total of 216 trials per block. In addition, a supplementary set of two blocks of trials was used to extend the range of data for the inverted orientation, one for same-view and one for different-views, to extend the inverted data into ranges of perceptual efficiency similar to those for upright faces, given the reduced accuracy scores with inverted stimuli compared to upright stimuli. These supplemental blocks used five modification levels of 0.30, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, and 0.90 for a total of 120 trials in each.
The order of the blocks was counterbalanced with a Latin square design using the following rules: upright face presentations and inverted face presentations were kept together and frontal view blocks and rotated-view blocks were always interleaved. This created four possible block presentation orders. The two supplemental inverted blocks were counterbalanced across subjects. All observers performed the main four blocks on one day and returned on a different day to perform the two supplemental inverted blocks.
Analysis
Using JMP IN 5.1.2 (SAS Institute, http://www.jmp.com), we performed an ANOVA using a mixed-effect general linear model with accuracy as the dependent variable and subject and degree of target face modification as random effects. Data from the initial blocks and the supplemental blocks were combined into a single analysis. Main factors examined were orientation and viewpoint. All main effects and interactions in this model were considered significant at an alpha value of 0.05. Curve fitting for display purposes and estimations of threshold and tuning curve widths were performed using linear regression to z-transformed data (z-score regression method) (Simpson, 1995) , using 33% correct and 100% correct as the two asymptotes of performance. Using linear regression we also estimated the standard error of the thresholds predicted from these curves (i.e. the point at which the curve predicts a performance of 67% correct).
Results
Overall, subjects were more accurate at discriminating upright faces than inverted faces (71.5% vs. 60.1%, F(1, 698) = 441, p < .0001) (Fig. 4A ). They were also more accurate at discriminating same-view faces than different-view faces (68.5% vs. 60.6%, F(1, 698) = 84.3, p < .0001). There was also a significant interaction between orientation and viewpoint (F(1, 698) = 7.35, p < .007). While inverted/same-view faces were discriminated better than inverted/different-view faces (F(1, 698) = 28.0, p < .0001, this difference was less than the advantage for upright/same-view faces over upright/different-view faces (F(1, 698) = 56.4, p < .0001). Also of note, upright/different-view faces had significantly better accuracy than inverted/same-view faces (F(1, 698) = 12.4, p < .0005).
Much of the interaction was due to a reduced difference between inverted/same-view and inverted/different-view faces. However, most of this reduction in difference occurred when discrimination was sub-threshold for inverted trials but not for upright trials, as can be seen in Fig. 4A . In this range, differences between curves are obscured, since introducing different views to inverted stimuli cannot reduce accuracy further if performance with inverted/same-view stimuli is already close to chance. Therefore, the interaction may be an artifact of near-floor performance for the inverted but not the upright trials, and failure to match the level of difficulty for inverted versus upright trials. To eliminate this confound we made two subsequent modifications. First, we excluded four subjects who were not able to reach the threshold of 67% accuracy with the easiest of the inverted/same-view stimuli, as their data would be uninformative on the effect of viewpoint variation on inverted faces. Second, we eliminated all data points with less than 50% group mean accuracy in all blocks, so that data were assessed within the same peri-threshold and suprathreshold range of perceptual ability, ensuring a more equitable comparison of upright and inverted trials. The same statistical model was then run. This showed significant main effects of orientation (F(1, 354) = 198, p < 0.0001) and viewpoint (F(1, 354) = 67.9, p < 0.0001), with better performance for upright than inverted faces, and better performance for same-view faces than different-view faces. Now, though, the interaction between orientation and viewpoint was not significant (F(1, 354) = 0.74, p = .38) (Fig. 4B ). This is consistent with Fig. 4A , which shows that both upright and inverted faces show similar magnitude shifts in performance curves when different-view faces are used instead of same-view faces.
These modifications correct for floor performance, but suffer from the effects of eliminating data, which reduces power. As a second test for the validity of this interaction we performed a third ANOVA, only this time using the z-transformed data (Fig. 5) . This converts sigmoidal functions into linear relationships and hence minimizes the distortion of relationships as performance nears either chance or perfection. We included all data points of all subjects in this analysis. This yielded significant main effects of orientation (F(1, 698) = 183.5, p < .0001) and of viewpoint (F(1, 698) = 41.7, p < .0001). Again, though, there was no significant interaction between orientation and viewpoint (F(1, 698) = 1.46, n.s.).
It is also possible to treat these data as providing estimates of the parameters of the tuning curves of the perceptual system for face recognition. The point at which these curves reach a threshold value of 67% accuracy -a level of discrimination halfway between chance and perfect performance -can be taken as both the width of these tuning curves and an estimate of the perceptual threshold. For upright/same-view faces, a difference of 0.36 (s.e. 0.014) in the images was required for the group to reach threshold accuracy, whereas inversion increased the threshold for same-view faces by 0.21, to 0.57 (s.e. 0.019). Varying viewpoint increased the threshold by 0.10 for upright faces, to 0.46 (s.e. 0.016) and by 0.09 for inverted faces, to 0.66 (s.e. 0.021). Put another way, inversion increased the perceptual threshold by 0.21 for same-view faces and by 0.20 for different-view faces. This is consistent with the lack of interaction between orientation and viewpoint in the ANOVA analysis. It also suggests that the effects of the two processes may be additive.
Although we expected better performance with face discrimination in same-view than in different-view conditions, it is possible that some of this advantage may have derived from our experimental design, which may have afforded greater opportunity for learning and establishing an image representation in blocks when the same-view is repeated more frequently. If so, the same-view blocks might show increasing accuracy from such learning as the block progressed, more than the different-view blocks. To determine if this was occurring we analyzed trials from the first versus the second halves of each block. We performed an ANOVA on the data from the initial blocks, using a mixed-effect general linear model with accuracy as the dependent variable and subject as random effects, and main factors of orientation, viewpoint and blockhalf. This showed no significant effect of block-half (F(1, 112) = 0.04, n.s.) or any significant interaction involving block-half (Table  1 ). In particular, the interactions between block-half and viewpoint (F(1, 112) = .0001, n.s.) and that between block-half, orientation, and viewpoint (F(1, 112) = .012, n.s.) were not significant.
Discussion
Our study shows that both inversion and in-depth viewpoint variation degrade discrimination accuracy for faces, consistent with previous studies on inversion in face discrimination (Barton et al., 2001; Leder & Bruce, 2000) and on viewpoint variation in face recognition or discrimination (Bruce et al., 1987; Krouse, 1981; Newell et al., 1999; Troje & Bülthoff, 1996) . The key finding was that the effect of viewpoint variation was not significantly different for inverted versus upright faces, broadening the tuning curve for both orientations by about 0.10. Hence there was no interaction between viewpoint variation and orientation.
As with all experiments, there are certain limitations to our data. First, this experiment was performed with only four faces. Using a relatively small stimulus set helps to minimize variability in the results, but weakens the ability to generalize to the larger population of facial stimuli in real life. Also, repeated exposure to stimuli may result in changing processing strategies; while we attempted to mitigate against this by varying contrast and stimulus size, it is still possible that image-based as well as face-based strategies may have contributed to the performance of our subjects. Our analysis contrasting first-and second-half performance did not suggest any within-block learning of specific image representations between the same-view and different-view conditions, however.
These limitations notwithstanding, our findings would not be predicted by a model that logically follows from (1) a classic dual-mode hypothesis proposing an orientation-dependent holistic mechanism that operates only with upright faces so that inverted faces are processed only with a component-based mechanism, and (2) suggestions from modeling data that a component-based mechanism is superior to a holistic mechanism in handling viewpoint variation. If both of these assertions were true, then the discrimination of inverted faces should suffer less from viewpoint variation than the discrimination of upright faces. This would predict an interaction between orientation and viewpoint in our data, which we did not find.
What then are the remaining explanations that are compatible with our data? First, one might consider a modified and less strict dual-mode hypothesis (see Fig. A2 ), in which the difference in the effects of orientation on the two processing modes is quantitative rather than qualitative. The original studies contrasting faces with objects did not find a lack of inversion effect for non-facial objects, but simply a larger effect of orientation for faces (Yin, 1969 (Yin, , 1970 . Likewise, studies of the face inversion effect have shown that feature-based processing is also sensitive to orientation (Endo, 1986; Riesenhuber et al., 2004; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004) , though perhaps in a different manner than configural processing (Malcolm et al., 2004) . Therefore a less extreme version of the dual-mode hypothesis would assert that both an expert holistic mechanism and a generic component-based mechanism may be affected by inversion, but less so for the latter. However, the fact that the inversion effect differentially affects holistic and component-based mechanisms should still lead to an interaction in our data, in which the inversion effect on component-based information, as purported for different-view faces, would be less than the inversion effect on holistic data, as purported for same-view faces. Again, this quantitative view of inversion on dual-mode processing would not be consistent with our data showing a lack of interaction.
On the other hand, perhaps it is not that component-based processing is affected by inversion, but rather that the holistic mechanism is not completely disabled by inversion. Moscovitch and Moscovitch (2000) found that fragmenting inverted faces into components led to even greater reductions in accuracy, suggesting that even when inverted there was still some processing of the whole face. If so, varying the viewpoint of inverted faces may have a similar effect to fragmentation, in that a shift to relying on component data alone would further reduce accuracy. However, because this effect should be greater for upright faces, in which the holistic mechanism is said to predominate, an interaction between orientation and viewpoint would again be predicted.
Last, it may be that it is not the assertions of the dual-mode hypothesis regarding orientation effects, but rather the modeling-derived assertion that component-based processing is better at handling viewpoint variation, which is at fault. The latter are based on face recognition in artificial systems, and it is valid to question how relevant such systems are to the normal process of face recognition. One possible interpretation of our results might be that in humans the discrimination of viewpoint-varying faces is as dependent on the same mechanisms as used when viewpoint does not vary. Further psychophysical experiments on this point would be of great interest.
Thus the fact that varying viewpoint shifts the tuning curves for both upright and inverted faces by the same amount is difficult to reconcile with a proposal that face discrimination under conditions of either inversion or viewpoint variation relies primarily on component-based processing, rather than the holistic processing proposed for upright/same-view faces, regardless of whether one takes a qualitative or quantitative view of the proposal. Instead, this finding is more consistent with independent effects of both inversion and viewpoint variation on face recognition (Figs. 1C  and A3 ).
This independence of effects is also inconsistent with a model that posits that one of the benefits of expertise is view-invariance (Fig. 1B) , and that this therefore accrues to upright but not inverted faces (Rosen, 2003) . Some empirical evidence to support this hypothesis was reported in two studies that suggested that viewpoint variation degraded the processing of inverted but not upright faces (Marotta, McKeeff, & Behrmann, 2002; Moses, Ullman, & Edelman, 1996) . One of these studies (Moses et al., 1996) differed significantly in metholodogy from ours: while we measured perceptual discrimination, they studied short-term recognition of novel faces, for which the subjects were trained with upright images only, thus confounding the effects of expertise (general experience with a class of stimuli) with familiarity (specific experience with particular exemplars of that stimulus class). The other study (Marotta et al., 2002) examined the ability to match novel faces without pre-exposure, and thus is more similar to our work. However, the key difference between these two studies and ours may be that their data suffered from a ceiling effect. In one (Moses et al., 1996) viewpoint variation (under the same lighting condition) reduced the recognition of upright faces from 99.1% to 97.0%, and inverted faces from 98.6% to 86.5%, and a similar pattern is: seen in Fig. 4A of the other paper (Marotta et al., 2002) . Our fitted curves suggest that a nearly identical result could be obtained in our experiment if we had tested only with easy stimuli at a 0.96 morph level (Table 2 ). Therefore we suggest that these two prior studies do not provide evidence of a significant interaction between inversion and viewpoint variation. Our more detailed analysis of discrimination at a range of levels of difficulty is more consistent with a lack of interaction. Independence of effects still leaves several possibilities. It may yet be the case that upright faces are processed holistically and inverted faces componentially, but that in either of these dual modes the variation of viewpoint injects an additional and similar degree of 'perceptual noise'. Alternatively, others have suggested that the expertise gained with upright faces is due to enhanced efficiency within a single processing system, rather than development of a distinct holistic mechanism (Sekuler, Gaspar, Gold, & Bennett, 2004) , or that expertise reflects enhanced processing within a single hierarchical visual system, with succeeding stages tuned to more subtle and more complex image properties (Riesenhuber et al., 2004) . Within such a system, efficiency could be reduced either by use of an unfamiliar orientation, or by requiring extrapolations across variations in viewpoint, factors that our data suggest act independently. Neurophysiologic models are consistent with this proposal. Data from monkey recordings show variations in the number of cells tuned for frontal, side and inverted views of faces. The majority of cells are tuned for an upright frontal view, but the decrement in population numbers is larger for changes in orientation than changes in viewpoint (Perrett, Oram, & Ashbridges, 1998) . The pattern of population responsivity from this report's neural model would be consistent with our results: the largest population of cells respond to upright/frontal faces, with progressively smaller populations responding to upright/turned, inverted/frontal, and inverted/turned, paralleling our order of tuning curves for discrimination.
Nevertheless, our data cannot distinguish definitively between a single processing system in which the effects of face inversion and viewpoint variation in the upright orientation are additive, or distinct processing mechanisms for upright and inverted faces that are affected similarly by the increased stimulus noise due to viewpoint variation. Rather, our results place constraints on future models of face processing, in that the effects of orientation and viewpoint variation should be additive in such models.
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Appendix. Modeling performance
The HMAX computational model of visual processing (Riesenhuber et al., 2004; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999) has already been used to generate predictions of less effect of viewpoint variation on upright face processing than on inverted face perception (Rosen, 2003) ; in this section we focus instead on predictions based on (a) the dual-mode hypothesis and (b) independent-effects.
The psychophysical curves relating accuracy to percentage morph-difference are generated by one or more perceptual systems that vary in discriminative power. System performance can be characterized by d' (discriminative sensitivity), which will reflect both the degree of tuning of each system and the noise of the input into each system. Differences in system tuning or input noise will be reflected by changes in d'. Since d' is measured in units of standard deviation, the percentage morph-difference that generates a d' of 1 is equivalent to the standard deviation (SD) of the Gaussian profile of the system's responsivity: the smaller the standard deviation, the greater the discriminative power.
D' measures can also be related to accuracy rates in 3-alternative forced-choice (3-AFC) experiments using published tables (MacMillan & Creelman, 1991) . Since an accuracy of 0.63 in a 3-AFC experiment corresponds to a d' of 1, the percentage morph-difference that corresponds to an accuracy of 0.63 in our experiments can be considered the SD of the system's response profile.
When percentage morph-difference and accuracy are scaled linearly, their relationship follows a sigmoidal function that can be converted into a linear one using a z-transform of accuracy, after adjusting to give performance asymptotes at 0.33 and 1.00 (Simpson, 1995) . At 0% morph-difference, accuracy would be 0.33, which would correspond to À1 in z-transformed values; for simplicity we fix the z-transform intercept at À2.0 for all lines. Changes in performance are thus generated by changes in the slope of the relationship between z-transformed accuracy and percentage morphdifference.
A.1. Strong version of dual-mode hypothesis (Fig. A1) In a dual-mode hypothesis, we need to model separate component and holistic systems. We make a number of simplifying general assumptions:
(1) these two systems operated independently and non-interactively, so that the output of one system is not affected by the output of the other, and (2) under conditions when both systems are operational (i.e. in the upright orientation), the psychophysical performance of the observer reflects the output of the more sensitive system, with no contribution from the other.
A strong version of the dual-mode hypothesis might state that:
(3) the holistic system has greater discriminative power than the component system, (4) the holistic system is not available for inverted faces, (5) the component system is not affected by orientation, being equivalent for upright and inverted faces.
This should lead to the following points. First, performance with upright/same-view faces is due solely to the holistic system, since it is superior to the component system in this orientation. Our data for upright/same-view faces therefore indexes the holistic system, which thus has an SD of 33% morphdifference.
Second, performance with inverted/same-view faces is due solely to the component system, since holistic processing is unavailable in this orientation. If component processing is unaffected by orientation (5), then our data for inverted/same-view faces indexes the performance of the component system in either orientation, which thus has an SD of 57% morph-difference.
Third, if varying viewpoint reduces discriminative performance, its impact upon the component system is indexed by the change in our data from inverted/same-view to inverted/different-view conditions, which is an increase of SD by 5%, to 62% morph-difference. If, as computational models assert, holistic systems are inferior to component systems with viewpoint variation, and if the component system is equally effective in upright and inverted orientations (5), then the observer's performance with viewpoint-varying stimuli in either upright or inverted orientation should be equivalent, with Table 2 A comparison of the data from Moses et al. (1996) an SD of 62% morph-difference, and should be reflected in a significant interaction between orientation and viewpoint (Fig. A1) .
A.2. Modified version of dual-mode hypothesis (Fig. A2)
While the predictions of a strong dual-mode hypothesis do not resemble our results, we should also consider a modified version in which statements (4) and (5) are asserted in a relative rather than absolute form. Thus one might re-state the last three conditions as:
(6) the holistic system has greater discriminative power than the component system, (7) the holistic system is present but less effective than the component system with inverted faces, (8) the component system is also affected by inversion, but less so than the holistic system. This point is particularly relevant, since there are data that support some inversion effect for featural processing (Endo, 1986; Hillger & Koenig, 1991; Malcolm et al., 2004; Yovel & Kanwisher, 2004) .
Statement (7) has no impact on the modeling given assumption (2), that performance follows whichever system is more efficient. As long as holistic processing is inferior to component processing for inverted faces, it is immaterial whether it is absent or reduced for these stimuli.
Statement (8), however, implies that we cannot equate performance of the component system with upright faces with our data for inverted faces. While we can still use the inverted/same-view data to model the component system with inverted faces, we need . Strong version of dual-mode model. Processing of upright faces in the same-view is dominated by holistic processing, and therefore follows the holistic/same-view curve. Holistic processing is not available for inverted faces, so this follows the component/same-view curve. If holistic processing is worse than component processing at handling varying viewpoints, then the component/varying-view curve will determine performance with variable viewpoint under any condition (hence the holistic/varyingview curve is portrayed dashed, as this will not contribute to performance). If component processing is not affected by inversion, then the perception of varying viewpoint stimuli will follow the same component/varying-view curve (thin grey line) for both upright and inverted faces. . Modified version of dual-mode-model. This replace the assumption that component processing is unaffected by inversion, by an assertion that it is less affected than holistic processing by inversion. As in Fig. A1 , performance with upright same-view faces is determined by holistic/same-view processing, and with inverted faces by component processing, with a slight decline when viewpoint varies, as in our data. However, component processing is better with upright than with inverted faces. This is not apparent with same-view faces, because of the superior efficiency of holistic processing, but when viewpoint varies in upright faces, the claimed superiority of component processing when this occurs means that performance follows the component/varying-view, upright curve. Dashed lines are used to portray component/same-view, upright and holistic varying-view curves because these are not reflected in performance.
information on how orientation affects feature processing to estimate the performance of the component system with upright faces. Our prior studies have shown in similar 3-AFC experiments that the accuracy of discriminating eye shape or mouth shape is reduced from 0.78 for upright faces to 0.65 for inverted faces (Malcolm et al., 2004) . From the data for inverted/same-view faces, which we take to index the performance of the component system with inversion, we calculate the % morph-difference corresponding to accuracy of 0.65, which is 60% morph-difference. The line characterizing the component system with upright faces would predict a value of 0.78 at 60% morph-difference: such a line corresponds to SD of 45% morph-difference.
The effects of varying viewpoint on component systems with upright faces can then be calculated. We make one more assumption:
(9) the change in SD from varying viewpoint is similar for upright and inverted stimuli in the component system. This change is a 5% increase in SD, from 57% to 62% morph-difference for inverted faces, and thus from 45% to 50% morph-difference for upright faces.
Under this modified dual-mode-model, for upright faces, performance is guided by the holistic/upright mechanism for sameview faces, since its SD of 33% morph-difference is superior to that of the component/upright mechanism for same-view faces (SD = 45% morph-difference). Once viewpoint varies, the component/upright mechanism dominates, with an SD of 50% morph-difference (compared to 66% for the holistic mechanism). Thus the change in upright performance from same-view to different-view is an increase in SD of 17%, from 33% to 50%. This contrasts with the change in inverted performance from same-view to differentview, which our data indexes as an increase in SD of 5%, from 57% to 62%.
This shows that the modified dual-mode hypothesis also predicts an interaction between inversion and viewpoint (Fig. A2) , with a larger effect of viewpoint rotation on upright faces than inverted faces. This interaction would approach insignificance only if difference between holistic and component processing of same-view faces were minimal, which would contradict assertions that holistic processing confers a significant expertise advantage. Alternatively, assumption (9), that viewpoint variation in the component system has equivalent effects for inverted and upright faces, may be incorrect. If the effect is less for upright faces, then the interaction would be reduced and increase the chances of a beta error. At present there are no data on this point.
A.3. Independent-effects model (Fig. A3) Another possibility is that the effects of viewpoint rotation and inversion in the frontal plane are independent and additive. This could obtain if there is a single face processing system in which both inversion and viewpoint variation are independent sources of noise. Alternatively, there may be different systems for upright and inverted faces, with the system for inverted faces less sharply tuned than the system for upright faces, but with both systems affected similarly by viewpoint variation. Thus this second scenario is agnostic on whether the decreased sensitivity of inverted units is due to reduced experience but similar mechanisms as those for upright faces (Riesenhuber et al., 2004) , or due to a shift to a different and less efficient mechanism (i.e. holistic to component) (Bartlett, Searcy, & Abdi, 2003) .
In this model we assume that independence is reflected in additive effects on the SD of the sensitivity profile of the system's response properties. We can model the performance of the system under optimal stimulus conditions (upright, same-view faces) as above, with an SD of 33% morph-difference. Our data indicate that adding noise by varying viewpoint increases SD by 7%, to 42% morph-difference (the data for upright, different-view faces), while inverting faces increases SD by 24%, to 57% morph-difference. If the effects on SD from inversion and viewpoint variation are additive, then this predicts that the effect of varying viewpoint with inverted faces would increase SD by 7% also, from 57% to 64% (Fig. A3 ). This value is close to the actual data, which shows an SD of 62% for inverted faces with varying viewpoint. . Independent-effects model. This predicts that the effects of varying viewpoint and changing orientation have independent-effects on tuning profiles. These are shown as additive effects on the standard deviation of the curves (shown as points where the curves intersect the horizontal dotted line).
